CAM(LOCAL): APPROPRIATIONS AND REVENUE SOURCES - GRANTS, FUNDS, DONATIONS FROM PRIVATE SOURCES
CC(LOCAL): ANNUAL OPERATING BUDGET
CHF(LOCAL): SITE MANAGEMENT - WEAPONS
CIA(LOCAL): EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES MANAGEMENT - RECORDS MANAGEMENT
CR(LOCAL): TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES
DBA(LOCAL): EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS AND RESTRICTIONS - CREDENTIALS AND RECORDS
DEC(LOCAL): COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS - LEAVES AND ABSENCES
DED(LOCAL): COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS - HOLIDAYS
DEE(LOCAL): COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS - EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT
DGD(LOCAL): EMPLOYEE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES - EMPLOYEE USE OF COLLEGE DISTRICT FACILITIES
DH(LOCAL): EMPLOYEE STANDARDS OF CONDUCT
DM(LOCAL): TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
DMAA(LOCAL): TERM CONTRACTS - TERMINATION MID-CONTRACT
EBA(LOCAL): ALTERNATE METHODS OF INSTRUCTION - DISTANCE EDUCATION
ECC(LOCAL): INSTRUCTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS - COURSE LOAD AND SCHEDULES
FB(LOCAL): ADMISSIONS
FL(LOCAL): STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
FLAA(LOCAL): STUDENT EXPRESSION - STUDENT USE OF COLLEGE DISTRICT FACILITIES
FLB(LOCAL): STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES - STUDENT CONDUCT
FLBF(LOCAL): STUDENT CONDUCT - WEAPONS
FM(LOCAL): DISCIPLINE AND PENALTIES
GAB(LOCAL): PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAM - REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
GCB(LOCAL): PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAM - REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
GD(LOCAL): COMMUNITY USE OF COLLEGE DISTRICT FACILITIES

GDA(LOCAL): COMMUNITY USE OF COLLEGE DISTRICT FACILITIES - CONDUCT ON COLLEGE DISTRICT PREMISES

GF(LOCAL): VOLUNTEERS

GFA(LOCAL): COMMUNITY USE OF COLLEGE DISTRICT FACILITIES - CONDUCT ON COLLEGE DISTRICT PREMISES